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In animals… 
Somatic cells (cells of the body) are diploiddiploid. . This means 
that each cell has two chromosomes of each type. They 

 i  PAIRS  are in PAIRS. 
Gamete cells (egg, sperm) are haploidhaploid. This means that 
each cell has only one of each type of chromosome. each cell has only one of each type of chromosome. 
Biologists use “2N” to symbolize diploid. 
Biologists use “1N” to symbolize haploid. Biologists use 1N  to symbolize haploid. 



A karyotype is a picture A karyotype is a picture 
showing the arrangement of 
a full set of human a full set of human 
chromosomes. 
H  h  46 (  23 Humans have 46 (or 23 
pairs) of chromosomes 



Cell Division: Key RolesCell Division: Key Roles
� � Genome: cell’s genetic information
� � Somatic (body cells) cells
� � Gametes (reproductive cells): sperm and egg cells� � Gametes (reproductive cells): sperm and egg cells
� � Chromosomes: DNA molecules
� � Diploid (2n): 2 sets of chromosomes
� � Haploid (1n): 1 set of chromosomes� � Haploid (1n): 1 set of chromosomes
� � Chromatin: DNA-protein complex
� � Chromatids: replicated strands of a chromosome
� � Centromere: narrowing “waist” of sister chromatidsg
� � Mitosis: nuclear division
� � Cytokinesis: cytoplasm division
� � Meiosis: gamete cell division





Fig 2.4 The structure of a highly condensed, replicated chromosome.© 2003 John Wiley and Sons Publishers



A ChromosomeA Chromosome





What Exactly is a chromosome?What Exactly is a chromosome?
Chromosomes are the rod-shaped, filamentous 

bodies present in the nucleus which becomebodies present in the nucleus, which become 
visible during cell division. 

They are the carriers of the gene or unit of 
heredity.

Chromosome are not visible in active nucleus due 
to their high water content, but are clearly seen 
d ring cell di isionduring cell division. 



Chromosomes were first described byChromosomes were first described by 
Strausberger in 1875. 
The term “Chromosome” however was firstThe term Chromosome , however was first 
used by Waldeyer in 1888. 
They were given the name chromosomeThey were given the name chromosome 
(Chromo = colour; Soma =  body) due to their 
marked affinity for basic dyesmarked affinity for basic dyes. 
Their number can be counted easily only 
during mitotic metaphaseduring mitotic metaphase.



Chromosomes are composed of thin chromatin 
threads called Chromatin fibersthreads called Chromatin fibers. 
These fibers undergo folding, coiling and 
supercoiling during prophase so that thesupercoiling during prophase so that the 
chromosomes become progressively thicker and 
smaller. 
Therefore, chromosomes become readily 
observable under light microscope. 

fAt the end of cell division, on the other hand, the 
fibers uncoil and extend as fine chromatin threads, 
which are not visible at light microscopewhich are not visible at light microscope



Number of chromosomesNumber of chromosomes
Normally, all the individuals of a species have the same 
number of chromosomesnumber of chromosomes. 
Closely related species usually have similar chromosome 
numbers. 

f fPresence of a whole sets of chromosomes is called euploidy. 
It includes haploids, diploids, triploids, tetraploids etc.
Gametes normally contain only one set of chromosome – thisGametes normally contain only one set of chromosome this 
number is called Haploid
Somatic cells usually contain two sets of chromosome  - 2n : 
DiploidDiploid



3n – triploid3n – triploid
4n – tetraploid
The condition in which the chromosomes sets are present 

i l i l f “ ” i P l l id
p

in a multiples of “n” is Polyploidy
When a change in the chromosome number does not 

involve entire sets of chromosomes, but only a few ofinvolve entire sets of chromosomes, but only a few of 
the chromosomes - is Aneuploidy.
Monosomics (2n-1)
Trisomics (2n+1)Trisomics (2n+1)
Nullisomics (2n-2)
Tetrasomics (2n+2)Tetrasomics (2n+2)



Sex DeterminationSex Determination
The basic rule: if the Y chromosome is present, the person is male.  If 
absent  the person is femaleabsent, the person is female.
In meiosis, the X and Y chromosomes separate and go into different sperm 
cells: ½ the sperm carry the X and the other half carry the Y.  All eggs 
have one of the mother’s X chromosomes, so when they are fertilized, ½ of 
h    XX (f l )  d ½  XY ( l )the zygotes are XX (female), and ½ are XY (male).
The Y chromosome has the main sex-determining gene on it, called SRY.
About 4 weeks after fertilization, an embryo that contains the SRY gene 
de elops testes  the primar  male se  organ   The testes secrete the develops testes, the primary male sex organ.  The testes secrete the 
hormone testosterone.  Testosterone signals the other cells of the embryo to 
develop in the male pattern.
If the embryo does not have the SRY gene, it develops ovaries instead, y g , p ,
which secrete estrogen and causes development in the female pattern.



A few odditiesA few oddities
It is possible to be XY and female.  Two ways this 
can happen:

1. the SRY gene can be inactivated by a 
mutation.  If SRY doesn’t work, testes don’t develop 
and the embryo develops as a normal female.

2  I   diti  ll d “ d  i iti it ”  2. In a condition called “androgen insensitivity”, 
the person is XY with a functional SRY gene, but her 
cells lack the testosterone receptor protein, so the 
cells don’t ever get the message that the testosterone 
i  di   T  d l  i  h  bd i l i  is sending.  Testes develop in the abdominal cavity, 
and no ovaries, fallopian tubes, or uterus develop.  
At puberty, the internal testes secrete testosterone, 
which gets converted into estrogen and the body 
develops as a normal (but sterile) adult female.  



HermaphroditesHermaphrodites
In some cases,  androgen insensitivity is only partial: the cells respond a little bit 
to testosterone produced by the testes   The embryo develops with ambiguous to testosterone produced by the testes.  The embryo develops with ambiguous 
genitalia, neither completely male not completely female.  Such a person is 
sometimes called a “hermaphrodite”.

Another condition, congenital adrenal dysplasia, causes the adrenal glands to 
produce an abnormally large amount of testosterone in a female embryo,  This 
can also cause development of ambiguous genitalia, a hermaphrodite.

Another rare condition: a chimera occurs when two separate embryos fuse 
together.  This can result in a person with some XX cells and some XY cells.  Such 
a person can have both testes and ovaries, a “true” hermaphrodite.  This 
condition is extremely rare: more people say they have it than actually docondition is extremely rare: more people say they have it than actually do.



Cell 
ddivision 



INTERPHASE - DNA replicates

PROPHASE - diffuse chromatin condenses into discrete 
chromosomes

PROMETAPHASE chromosome mo ement to ard thePROMETAPHASE - chromosome movement toward the 
“equatorial plane”

METAPHASE - chromosomes are lined up at the equatorial planeMETAPHASE chromosomes are lined up at the equatorial plane 
(also called the metaphase plate)

ANAPHASE - Sister chromatids disjoin and migrate to oppositeANAPHASE Sister chromatids disjoin and migrate to opposite 
poles.
TELOPHASE - chromosomes decondense and a cleavage 
furrow begins to form in the middle of the cell. Finally, the cell 
divides in two, this is called cytokinesis.



The Cell Cycle
� � Interphase (90% of � � Interphase (90% of 
cycle)
• G1 phase~ growth
• S phase~ synthesis of DNA S phase  synthesis of DNA
• G2 phase~ preparation for cell 
division
� � Mitotic phasep
• Mitosis~ nuclear division
• Cytokinesis~ cytoplasm division



The cell cycle.

© 2003 John Wiley and Sons Publishers



TheThe SStages of thetages of the CCellell CCycleycleThe The SStages of the tages of the CCell ell CCycleycle

Mitosis



BASIC GENETICSBASIC GENETICS
Each cell in the human body contains two sets of 23 chromosomes 

Mitosis identically replicates this informationMitosis identically replicates this information

Each cell therefore has the same 
i  i lgenetic material

Reproductive cells only have 
one set of chromosomes. These
combine to make a new person 
with different genetic material to 
both parents



The cell is engaged in metabolic activity and 
performing its prepare for mitosis (the next four 
phases that lead up to and include nuclear 
division). 
•Chromosomes are not clearly discerned in the 
nucleus, although a dark spot called the nucleolus 

I h

may be visible. 
•The cell may contain a pair of centrioles (or 
microtubule organizing centers in plants) both of 

hi h  i i l i  f  i b lInterphase which are organizational sites for microtubules.
•
Ninety percent or more of the cell cycle is spent in 
i t h  interphase. 
•During interphase, cellular organelles double in 
number, the DNA replicates, and protein synthesis 
occurs  occurs. 
•The chromosomes are not visible and the DNA 
appears as uncoiled chromatin. 







Mitosis
� � Prophase� � Prophase
� � Metaphase
� � Anaphase
� � Telophase� � Telophase



Prophase
� �� � Chromosomes visible
� � Nucleoli disappear
� � Sister chromatids� � Sister chromatids
� � Mitotic spindle forms
� � Centrosomes move



Metaphase
� � Centrosomes at opposite poles
� � Centromeres are aligned
� � Ki t h f i t  h tid tt h d t  i dl� � Kinetochores of sister chromatids attached to spindle



Anaphase
� � Paired centromeres separate; sister chromatids liberated
� �� � Chromosomes move to opposite poles
� � Each pole now has a complete set of chromosomes

Telophase
� � Daughter nuclei form
� � Nuclear envelopes arise
� � Chromatin becomes Less coiled
� � Two new nuclei complete mitosis



Cytokinesis
� � Cytoplasmic division� � Cytoplasmic division
� � Animals: cleavage furrow















Kinetochore (centromere)Kinetochore (centromere)















Cell Cycle regulation
� � Growth factors
� � Density-dependent
inhibition
� � Anchorage
dependence



Importance???Importance???

GrowthGrowth
Replacement
Cancer
Regeneration of…



Cancer ProgressionCancer Progression
There are many different forms of cancer, affecting different 
cell types and working in different ways.  All start out with 
mutations in specific genes called “oncogenes”.  The normal, p g g ,
unmutated versions of the oncogenes provide the control 
mechanisms for the cell.  The mutations are caused by radiation, 
certain chemicals (carcinogens), and various random events 
during DNA replication.  
Once a single cell starts growing uncontrollably, it forms a tumor, Once a single cell starts growing uncontrollably, it forms a tumor, 
a small mass of cells.  No further progress can occur unless the 
cancerous mass gets its own blood supply.  “Angiogenesis” is the 
process of developing a system of small arteries and veins to 
supply the tumor.  Most tumors don’t reach this stage.
A tumor with a blood supply will grow into a large mass   A tumor with a blood supply will grow into a large mass.  
Eventually some of the cancer cells will break loose and move 
through the blood supply to other parts of the body, where they 
start to multiply.  This process is called metastasis.  It occurs 
because the tumor cells lose the proteins on their surface that 
hold them to other cells.



Cancer? Cancer? 

Unregulated mitosisUnregulated mitosis
Benign
Malignant/ metastasis
How does it begin?



Normal cycle controlsNormal cycle controls
Internal signalsg
External signals:
growth factors
fibronectin,etc
carcinogens
A iApoptosis
Immune functions
AndAnd…



Cell immortilization!!Cell immortilization!!

Hayflick limit??Hayflick limit??
Hela cells
Contact inhibition
Increased telomerase 
activity
= immortalization! immortalization!



Immortalization???Immortalization???
If you replacedIf you replaced…
Why not??…look at 
your shoestrings?your shoestrings?
Telomerase & telomeres 
& ?& …?
Recently…
Implications???Implications???



MEIOSIS
When gamete (sperm or egg) cells reproduce themselves the 

i ll d MEIOSIS
Gamete Cell

process is called MEIOSIS.

2NDuring meiosis, a single diploid cell divides 
and produces FOUR haploid reproductiveand produces FOUR haploid reproductive 

cells. 

In Meiosis there is one chromosome duplication followed 
b t o cell lar di isions (into fo r cells) so Meiosis is

1N 1N

by two cellular divisions (into four cells) so Meiosis is 
broken down into Meiosis I and Meiosis II.

Upon fertilization a

1N 1N
Upon fertilization, a 
1N sperm meets a 1N 
egg and a zygote (2N) 
i f d

1 N egg 1 N sperm

is formed. 



Meiosis – key differences from mitosisy
Meiosis reduces the number of chromosomes by half.
Daughter cells differ from parent, and each other.
M i i  i l  t  di i i  Mi i  l  Meiosis involves two divisions, Mitosis only one.
Meiosis I involves:

Synapsis – homologous chromosomes pair up  Chiasmata form Synapsis – homologous chromosomes pair up. Chiasmata form 
(crossing over of non-sister chromatids).
In Metaphase I, homologous pairs line up at metaphase 

lplate.
In Anaphase I, sister chromatids do NOT separate.
Overall  separation of homologous pairs of chromosomes  

Meiosis KM54

Overall, separation of homologous pairs of chromosomes, 
rather than sister chromatids of individual chromosome.







MeiosisMeiosis
Parent cell – chromosome pair

Chromosomes copied

1st division - pairs split

2nd division – produces 4 
gamete cells with ½ the 
original no  of chromosomesoriginal no. of chromosomes



Meiosis – mouse testes   
Parent cell

1st division

2nd division

4 gametes



Meiosis – division errorMeiosis division error

Chromosome pair 



Meiosis KM60



Meiosis KM61



Meiosis KM62



AnimationAnimation

Meiosis KM63



Meiosis 1
First division of meiosis 

Prophase 1: Each chromosome dupicates and remains 
closely associated. These are called sister chromatids. closely associated. These are called sister chromatids. 
Crossing-over can occur during the latter part of this 
stage. 
Metaphase 1: Homologous chromosomes align at the Metaphase 1: Homologous chromosomes align at the 
equatorial plate. 
Anaphase 1: Homologous pairs separate with sister 
h tid  i i  t th  chromatids remaining together. 

Telophase 1: Two daughter cells are formed with each 
daughter containing only one chromosome of the 

Meiosis KM64

g g y
homologous pair.



Meiosis II
Second division of meiosis: Gamete formationSecond division of meiosis: Gamete formation

Prophase 2: DNA does not replicate. 
Metaphase 2: Chromosomes align at the 
equatorial plate. 
Anaphase 2: Centromeres divide and sister 
chromatids migrate separately to each pole. g p y p
Telophase 2: Cell division is complete. Four 
haploid daughter cells are obtained

Meiosis KM65

haploid daughter cells are obtained.



Mitosis vs. meiosis

Meiosis KM66



Meiosis KM67



Meiosis creates genetic variationg
During normal cell growth, mitosis produces daughter 
cells identical to parent cell (2n to 2n) p ( )
Meiosis results in genetic variation by shuffling of 
maternal and paternal chromosomes and crossing 
over.

No daughter cells formed during meiosis are 
genetically identical to either mother or father 

During sexual reproduction, fusion of the unique 
h l id  d  l  i  ff i

Meiosis KM68

haploid gametes produces truly unique offspring.



Independent assortmentp

Meiosis KM69



Independent assortment
Number of combinations: 2n

e.g. 2 chromosomes in haploid

Meiosis KM70

g p
2n = 4; n = 2
2n = 22 = 4 possible combinations



In humans

e.g. 23 chromosomes in haploid

Meiosis KM71

g p
2n = 46; n = 23
2n = 223 = ~ 8 million possible combinations!



Crossing over
Chiasmata – sites of crossing over, occur 
in synapsis. Exchange of genetic 
material between non-sister chromatids.

Crossing over produces recombinant
chromosomes.

Meiosis KM72



Harlequin chromosomesHarlequin chromosomes

Meiosis KM73
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